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Objective: To assess medical economic adequacy of endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) for abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA).

Methods: Cost-utility analysis. A total of 21 patients with AAA treated at Ibaraki Prefectural Central Hospital in 2014 were divided into non-ruptured EVAR (Group E) and open surgery (OS) (Group O), and ruptured OS (Group R) groups, and hospital costs were aggregated with a medical accounting system. Mid-level hospital costs were estimated by a diagnosis-procedure-combination analysis system. Incremental life years were extrapolated from the results of randomized controlled trials in the UK (EVAR Trial 1 and 2), a life table, and the Pancreas Cancer Registry in Japan. Quality-adjusted life years (QALY) were estimated under the assumption of a certain quality weight.

Results: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of EVAR compared with the OS was calculated to be 31.0 million yen/QALY, which is economically inadequate. ICER of EVAR compared with conservative treatment was inadequate in some subgroups of extremely old patients and in patients operated for far-advanced cancer.

Conclusion: EVAR is inadequate with respect to medical economics as a substitute for OS for patients in whom both procedures are available. The indication for EVAR in patients ineligible for OS should be different from that for surgery in usual patients with AAA. (This is a translation of J Jpn Coll Angiol 2016; 56: 123–130.)
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Introduction

Endovascular aortic repair (EVAR) for abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) has been increasingly applied in Japan since stent grafts became covered by health insurance as a special insurance-covered medical material in 2007. Currently, the number of patients undergoing EVAR exceeds that of patients undergoing open surgery (OS). Furthermore, EVAR has been increasingly indicated for extremely old patients in whom elective surgery was abandoned, those with severe heart or respiratory dysfunction, and cancer-bearing patients because of its low-level invasiveness. Initially, EVAR was expected to reduce health expenditure because of a short hospital stay and low incidence of complications, but the rate of reduction does not exceed the high device price.

On the other hand, the Japanese government decided a probative strategy (cabinet decision on June 24, 2014) based on cost-effectiveness to determine which innovative medical techniques should be covered by health insurance and to ensure not only that patients receive the benefits of medical-field innovations but also that health insurance continues. The Special Committee for Cost-Effectiveness Assessment, part of the Central Social Insurance Medical Council, was appointed to administer this trial, which ran until March 2017 and initially included seven drugs and five medical instruments as trial items.

In this article, the medical economic usefulness of an innovative medical technique for AAA, EVAR, was examined according to the indications for the procedure and extension of its indications based on cost-utility analysis (CUA).

Subjects and Methods

Patients who underwent surgery for AAA (including iliac artery aneurysm) at Ibaraki Prefectural Central Hospital (IPCH) in 2014 were divided into the non-ruptured EVAR, OS, and ruptured OS groups (Groups E, O, and R, respectively), and the age, sex, hospital stay, prognosis, total hospitalization cost based on the diagnosis-procedure combination/per-diem payment system (DPC) and fee-for-service, and specific material expenses were obtained using electronic medical records and a medical accounting system. The DPC analysis benchmark system EVE™ (Global Health Consulting Japan, Tokyo, Japan) was used to determine the mean hospital stay in...
patients who underwent EVAR (87 institutions) or OS (95 institutions) during the same period in institutions with a ≥500-bed capacity that had introduced this system (n = 822 as of 2014), and the average hospital cost was estimated. However, parameters such as specific material expenses and coefficients of medical institutions for the DPC were adopted according to those at IPCH.

On the other hand, the incremental life year value obtained by selecting EVAR was calculated as the integrated value of differences in the survival rate, assuming that the difference in that between EVAR and OS, which is initially present as a difference (2.5%) in 30-day mortality rate, reduces and reaches zero ≥4 years after surgery. This assumption was based on the results of a randomized controlled trial (RCT), the United Kingdom EVAR trial (EVAR-1), in which EVAR was compared with OS. By multiplying this value by the assumed QOL value (quality weight: QW), the incremental quality-adjusted life year (QALY) value obtained by selecting EVAR was estimated, and expenses required to obtain a QALY of 1 year (incremental cost-effectiveness ratio: ICER) were calculated.

To examine the medical economic usefulness of EVAR in OS-abandoned patients, the incremental QALY (ΔQALY) obtained by selecting EVAR was calculated with respect to the age category by using a life table and the results of an RCT, EVAR-2, in which EVAR was compared with conservative treatment in patients in whom OS was considered to be physically impossible, and the ICER was calculated. In addition, to investigate the usefulness of EVAR in AAA patients with malignant tumors, the ICER of EVAR following curative surgery for pancreas cancer was calculated with respect to the stage by using the 30-day mortality rate, median postoperative life year, and 5-year survival rate after these operations obtained in the Pancreas Cancer Registration as well as the results of the EVE system.

When examining these parameters, neither outpatient care expenses before surgery nor post-discharge follow-up or additional treatment costs were included.

Statistical Analysis

To simplify the model, the following aspects were assumed or approximated: (1) The QW after rupture was zero (death). (2) The risk of rupture in each AAA diameter was equivalent to the median of the range described in guidelines (50–59 mm: 9%, 60–69 mm: 15%, and ≥70 mm: 30% per year) and did not change until death or surgery. (3) The mortality rate of AAA/post-EVAR patients at each age was calculated by adding the aneurysm-associated mortality rate to the mortality rate in a life table, and the expected life year (life expectancy) was calculated by integrating the survival rate at each age. (4) The expected prognosis after surgery for pancreatic cancer was estimated from the median when it was ≥5 years and from the median and 5-year survival rate when the median was <5 years, considering the small number of patients surviving for a long period.

Results

The subjects consisted of 9 patients (male:female, 6:3) in Group E, 9 (7:2) in Group O, and 3 (3:0) in Group R. The mean age was 81.2 ± 6.0 years (mean ± SD) in Group E, 75.2 ± 5.2 years in Group O, and 77.3 ± 8.5 years in Group R. All patients survived and were discharged with a mean admission period of 10.8 ± 2.3, 14.9 ± 6.2, and 13.7 ± 4.2 days, respectively. The mean total hospitalization cost based on the DPC was 2.93, 1.82, and 2.57 million yen, respectively; whereas the cost based on fee-for-service was 2.84, 1.74, and 2.27 million yen, respectively. The specific material expenses were 1.67, 0.19, and 0.17 million yen, respectively. The mean stent graft (including extension) price was 1.38 million yen in Group E, whereas the mean artificial blood vessel price was 0.15 million yen in Groups O and R (Fig. 1).

Of institutions participating in the EVE system, the mean DPC cost for EVAR and OS in institutions with a ≥500-bed capacity was estimated to be 3.22 and 1.98 million yen, respectively (Table 1). Unless otherwise described, these estimated values were used as standard costs. In IPCH, the mean admission period in both the EVAR and the OS patients was shorter and the hospital cost calculated by subtracting fee-for-service from the DPC was greater than the corresponding mean values of the institutions participating in the EVE system (Fig. 2). On the other hand, the incremental expected life year...
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Table 1  Hospital stay and cost of EVAR and open surgery for AAA in institutes participating in Diagnosis- Procedure-Combination analysis system EVE and Ibaraki Prefectural Central Hospital, and incremental cost-effectiveness ratio calculated based on them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital stay (day) (EVAR)</th>
<th>Average institute* DPC/PDPS b</th>
<th>Low-cost institute* DPC/PDPS b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospital cost* (EVAR)</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(OS)</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔCost* (EVAR-OS)</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(QW=1.0)</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(QW=0.8)</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(QW=0.6)</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mean of the EVE Participation Institutes, Ibaraki Prefectural Central Hospital, Diagnosis Procedure Combination/Per-Diem Payment System, (million yen), incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (million yen/QALY), EVAR: endovascular aneurysm repair; OS: open surgery; QW: quality weight

Table 2  Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of EVAR for patients operated on for pancreas cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AAA size</th>
<th>Stage of pancreas cancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median LY*</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected LY*</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICER* 5.0-5.9cm</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0-6.9cm</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\geq7cm)</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*life years, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (million yen/QALY)

The ICER was 2.69 (1.74), 4.89 (3.25), and 9.27 (6.61) million yen/QALY, respectively. The ICER values of EVAR for AAA of 60–69 mm diameter and \(\geq70\) mm diameter with respect to age and sex are shown in Fig. 3. The ICER of EVAR for AAA of 50–59 mm diameter following curative surgery for pancreatic cancer was 3.59 million yen/QALY in Stage I patients, and 127.1 million yen/QALY in Stage IVa patients. In Stage II and IVa pancreatic cancer patients with AAA of \(\geq70\) mm diameter, it was 1.33 and 8.98 million yen/QALY, respectively (Table 2).

Discussion

With the rapid aging of society and progress in medical techniques, health expenditure has increased in advanced countries, including Japan. In the countries where medical care expenditure is disbursed by public resources or compulsory health insurance, medical techniques are assessed from the viewpoint of medical economics to maintain a medical system, and the results are utilized to evaluate whether each technique should be covered or to establish prices. In the United Kingdom, medical techniques are

obtained by selecting EVAR was calculated as 0.050 years using the results of the EVAR-1. Assuming the mean QW during survival after surgery as 1, 0.8, and 0.6, the ICER was calculated as 24.8, 31.0, and 41.3 million yen/QALY, respectively. Furthermore, the ICER was calculated as 22.2, 27.8, and 37.0 million yen/QALY, respectively, using the DPC results in IPCH, in which costs may be relatively low (Table 1).

The ICER in elderly patients and those with malignant tumors was calculated regarding conservative treatment as a control procedure and assuming the QW after surgery or during conservative treatment as 0.8. When calculating the ΔQALY and ICER of EVAR for AAA of 50–59 mm diameter with respect to age and sex, the ΔQALY in male (female) patients aged 85, 90, and 95 years was 1.20 (1.85), 0.65 (0.99), and 0.35 (0.87) QALY, respectively.
constantly assessed by the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE); medical techniques/drugs with an ICER of £20,000 to £30,000/QALY or higher are regarded as "not acceptable" and excluded from items to be covered by public assistance. In 1982, Kaplan and Bush calculated and compared the incremental cost–health year ratios (similar to ICER) of several medical techniques, and proposed that techniques with a value of $100,000/year or higher were controversial. However, in the United States, many medical techniques with an ICER of $50,000/QALY or higher are evaluated as inappropriate. Furthermore, the WHO defined medical techniques with an ICER exceeding a value 3-fold the gross domestic product (GDP) per person as "not cost-effective" in the CHOICE program. When applying this to Japan, the threshold is 11.8 million yen/QALY. Shiroiwa et al. reported that willingness-to-pay was 5–6 million yen/QALY on a population-based survey in Japan. These standards (thresholds) depend on the nationality, locality, social system, and economic state of the country, and should be decided between those receiving the benefits of medical practice (nations) and organizations responsible for the payment of health expenditure (insurers). However, regarding the medical system as a social common capital, these decisions must be based on academic findings of occupational specialists (including physicians) engaged in medical practice so that occupational regulations and ethics are not violated. In Japan, the Special Committee for Cost-Effectiveness Assessment, which belongs to the Central Social Insurance Medical Council, was established in May 2012. Based on the cabinet decision made in June 2014, cost-effectiveness analysis using the ICER was introduced as a trial until March 2016.

The results of this analysis showed that the ICER of EVAR was 31 million yen/QALY in comparison with a control, the conventional treatment method OS; the value was not acceptable according to the above criteria. In other words, at the current cost, it may be inappropriate to substitute EVAR for OS in patients for whom both EVAR and OS are available from the viewpoint of medical economics. This was also consistent with the results of analysis using expenses in institutions where treatment costs were relatively restricted as references. As one of the reasons for this, the cost of OS was also low in institutions where the cost of EVAR was restricted. However, special treatment material expenses, especially stent graft expenses, are high, and each institution's efforts to minimize health expenditure may be limited. It is impossible to neutralize markedly high device prices by shortening the admission period. To justify the adequacy of EVAR in patients for whom OS can be selected from the viewpoint of medical economics, it may be necessary to markedly reduce the reimbursement price of stent grafts.

Similar to the results of this analysis, the EVAR-1, which was conducted in the United Kingdom, indicated that expenses required for initial surgery and postoperative follow-up in EVAR were much higher than those required in OS, concluding that EVAR did not have the advantage of equal cost. Furthermore, no cost-effectiveness was revealed in similar RCTs, such as the ACE in France and DREAM in the Netherlands. However, an RCT (OVER) in the United States, where initial expenses required for EVAR are lower than those required for OS, concluded that EVAR may replace OS.

The minimal invasiveness of EVAR has extended its indication to patients who were previously abandoned, such as extremely old patients, those with heart or respiratory failure, and those in postoperative status for abdominal cancer. To evaluate the medical economic usefulness of EVAR in these patients, conservative treatment should be selected as a control traditional method. To examine whether EVAR should be indicated for extremely old patients, the ICER of EVAR for patients with AAA of 50–59 mm diameter was calculated with respect to age, using conservative treatment as a control traditional method. In 90- and 95-year-old male patients, the ICER was 4.89 and 9.29 million yen/QALY, respectively. In 95-year-old female patients, it was 6.61 million yen/QALY. These values were evaluated as "not acceptable" as a new treatment method according to the NICE criteria. The values were calculated under the assumption that there were no age-related differences in the surgical mortality rate. If the surgical mortality rate increases with age, the effectiveness may further reduce, increasing the ICER.

On the other hand, among patients with AAA of ≥70 mm diameter, the ICER in 95-year-old male (female) patients was 2.88 (2.18) million yen/QALY, suggesting the medical economic usefulness of EVAR (Fig. 3).

Furthermore, the ICER of EVAR for patients with AAA of 50–59 mm diameter after curative surgery for Stage III pancreatic cancer was 24 million yen/QALY, and that for those with AAA of ≥70 mm diameter was 4.11 million yen/QALY. These values were also evaluated as "not acceptable" according to the NICE criteria. The results in patients after curative surgery for pancreatic cancer, as adopted in this study, may be valuable for evaluating the usefulness of EVAR in AAA patients with diseases with a relatively unfavorable prognosis (not limited to malignant tumors). According to the WHO criteria, EVAR for AAA of 50–59 mm diameter in patients with an expected life year of ≤3 years is "not cost-effective." In addition, EVAR for AAA of 60–69 mm diameter in those with an expected life year of ≤2 years or AAA of ≥70 mm diameter in those with an expected life year of ≤1.5 years is evaluated as not cost-effective.

In the EVAR-2, an RCT in which EVAR was compared...
with conservative treatment in patients in whom OS was considered impossible on the basis of physical findings, EVAR decreased the aneurysm-related mortality rate during an 8-year follow-up period, but there was no decrease in the total mortality rate. It was concluded that no high-cost-matched advantage could be confirmed.\(^5\) The results of this analysis suggested that AAA treatment with EVAR was medico-economically inappropriate depending on the aneurysm diameter in elderly patients or certain patients with other diseases in whom the expected life year is short. To establish medico-economically appropriate guidelines, it may be necessary to revise criteria to uniformly indicate surgery for AAA of \(\geq 50\) mm diameter.

Currently, only EVAR for high-risk patients in whom OS is difficult is covered by health insurance in Japan. This is described in the package inserts of stent grafts. High-risk patients include elderly patients, those with cardiopulmonary complications, those with a history of laparotomy, and markedly obese patients. However, the grade of risk at which EVAR is medico-economically appropriate is unclear. Figure 4 shows the ICER values with varying differences in the 30-day mortality rate between OS and EVAR. Based on the EVAR-1 results, the difference in mortality rate between EVAR and OS was assumed to reduce by 0.63%/year initially, and not to exist once it became zero. According to this, when the 30-day mortality rate of OS was 5% or 10% higher than that of EVAR, the ICER was estimated to be 9.42 or 2.36 million yen/QALY, respectively. Assuming that the 30-day mortality rate of the OS group may be 2.41-times higher than that of EVAR from the EVAR-1 results, the ICER is under the threshold (11.8 million yen/QALY) proposed in the CHOICE program (WHO) when EVAR is indicated for high-risk patients in whom the 30-day mortality rate of OS is expected to be \(\geq 8.1\%\). Using the upper limit of the NICE criteria as the threshold (£30,000/QALY \(=4.72\) million yen/QALY, mean exchange rate in April 2016), EVAR might be indicated for those with a 30-day mortality rate of OS of \(\geq 12.8\%\).

Essentially, the purpose of elective surgery for asymptomatic AAA is to prevent rupture, although it is a treatment option for the disease. Many diseases, including malignant tumors, progress in an untreated state, reducing the QW and leading to a fatal outcome. However, the presence of AAA is not considered to reduce the quality of life until rupture or death related to other diseases, excluding “anxiety,” which is described below. Therefore, a treatment-related increase in the QALY is primarily related to an increase in the life year (Fig. 5). Although the QW is necessary to measure the QALY, the ΔQALY was obtained by multiplying the incremental expected life year by the assumed QW without investigation of QW in this study, considering that there is little difference in the QW of AAA patients with or without surgery and that ΔQALY obtained by EVAR mainly depends on incremental life years.

---

**Fig. 4** Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of EVAR by surgical risk. Horizontal axis indicates difference in operative mortality between open surgery (\(\tau_O\)) and EVAR (\(\tau_E\)).

**Fig. 5** Conceptual diagrams of standard processes of quality weight (QW) in a typical fatal disease (A) and in AAA (B). A: QW gradually decreases to 0 (death) over the natural course of a typical fatal disease (solid line), whereas an effective treatment improves both QW and life span (broken line). B: QW decreases little before rupture over the natural course of AAA (solid line), whereas surgical treatment for AAA does not improve QW but only life span (bold broken line). However, anxiety about rupture might reduce QW over the natural course of AAA (fine broken line).
However, patients with untreated AAA may be anxious about rupture or subsequent death. This anxiousness may reduce the QW. Indeed, “anxiety/melancholy” is one of five dimensions in the EQ-5D instrument, a QALY measuring tool. The score of slight anxiety/melancholy is 0.072, and that of marked anxiety/melancholy is 0.196, which reduces the QW. For example, if a patient had recognized the presence of AAA at the age of 90 years and survived with slight anxiety in an untreated state over an expected life year of 3.57 years, anxiety might have reduced the QALY by 0.26 years. Assuming that untreated AAA patients may have slight anxiety/melancholy, the ICER with respect to age was recalculated. The values in 85-, 90-, and 95-year-old male (female) patients with AAA of 50–59 mm diameter were 2.11 (1.43), 3.51 (2.47), and 5.89 (4.46) million yen/QALY, respectively (Fig. 6). This suggests that EVAR for 90-year-old OS-abandoned patients with AAA of 50–59 mm diameter is acceptable in accordance with the NICE criteria. However, these ICER values were calculated under the assumptions that there were no age-related differences in the surgical mortality rate and that anxiety/melancholy completely disappeared after EVAR. To accurately calculate the ICER, the surgery-related mortality rate in extremely old patients must be used and QW measurement according to the degree of anxiety is necessary in untreated AAA patients or post-EVAR patients with a rupture rate of 0.5%–1.2%/year.

In the 1980s, during which AAA surgery for patients aged 80 years or older had not been commonly introduced, Tada indicated the safety of surgery for AAA patients aged 80–89 years, and emphasized that surgical indications included smooth mental activities and daily-life restrictions related to anxiety about rupture or death. EVAR for AAA patients aged 90–99 years with an anxiety-related reduction in the QW may be medico-economically appropriate. However, the indication regarding mental activities emphasized by Tada may also be necessary for indicating EVAR for patients of a highly advanced age.

In this study, expenses required for additional treatment in surgery-resisting patients were not included, and the postoperative QW was analyzed using assumed values. For more accurate CUA, a further study involving investigation of the short- or long-term prognosis and QW may be necessary.

**Conclusion**

To examine the medical economic usefulness of EVAR for AAA, cost-effectiveness analysis was performed. The ICER exceeded 20 million yen/QALY in comparison with OS as a control procedure; EVAR was not medico-economically acceptable. Furthermore, the ICER of EVAR for OS-abandoned patients indicated that EVAR was medico-economically unacceptable for certain elderly patients or those after surgery for cancer, depending on the aneurysm diameter. To establish medico-economically appropriate guidelines, the criteria to uniformly indicate surgery for AAA of ≥50 mm diameter should be modified.

As the above results involve many assumptions, the short- or long-term prognosis and QW should be investigated in a large number of institutions to obtain a more accurate conclusion.
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